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Abstract 
In the era of internet, internet is widely used by the individual for the communication and the information give and 
take process. Protecting our data from the unconstitutional processes and keeping the secret information secure and 
in safe hands, every individual utilizes the cryptography such as symmetric or asymmetric. But, these cryptographic 
processes needs much more cost for the execution. For that reason, lots of secret sharing schemes were proposed. 
Secret image distribution is the fine talent and skill concern with the protection of important color images by 
dividing the secret in multiple copies. The basic fundamental behind the scheme is to change the color image into 
some multiple unreadable format type shares so that they can not reveal the information inside the image until it is 
again combines with some mathematical computation. A Secret Sharing Scheme can be estimated by it’s the four 
conditions which are Security, Reconstruction Precision, Computation Complexity, Storage Requirement. In Most 
of the previous scheme there were issues related with security of image for the reconstruction means user can reveal 
secret from the hidden image, reconstructed of image quality i.e. contrast or accuracy; it means the reconstructed 
images were distress from the loss of info related to images and resultant image is different from the original image. 
Images also suffered from pixel expansion issues for which data loss was occurring. In the present work CMY color 
model will be implemented with ((n-1), n) secret sharing scheme based on visual cryptography for the color image 
and compared and proved to be better that the RGB color model which is free from the issue of security, pixel expansion and 
accuracy issue as well. As the printer use the Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black color for printing that’s why CMY color model 
is implemented in this work to prove that CMY color space is better than RGB color space. 
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1. Introduction 
Managing secret has been an issue of conspicuousness from the time people began to live respectively. Vital 
things and messages have been dependably there to be safeguarded and ensured from conceivable abuse or 
misfortune. Every where there is a use of color image in today’s world. But the color of the image must get reserve 
in order to preserve quality of color image. The privacy of the data is also an important factor. For the privacy of our 
secret image visual cryptography may be good choice but it does not completely secure our data. There are different 
types of losses occurs within an image, just like Color loss, Contrast loss, Noisy image, Pixel expansion and may 
more. For keeping secrecy of the image, the quality of the image gets scrambled then it is not said to be a good sense 
in terms of cryptography. That’s why distortion in image after reconstruction is not useful in term of image quality. 
So the proposed system deals with the color image and considering shares for reconstruction but less than one share 
can also precedes the system. Generated shares must be colored shares. The rapid progress in the exchange of data 
for public domain, electronic commerce over networks, information security is becoming more and more important. 
The need for development of secured systems has grown large, because of the arrival of electronic commerce and 
electronic transactions. With the fast development of network technology, multimedia information is transmitted 
through internet easily and fastly. Various con¿dential data such as military maps are transmitted over the networks. 
Cryptography is the study of building ciphers to make secure the con¿dentiality and integrity of information. 
1.1. Principal of secret splitting 
The simplest sharing scheme splits a message between two people. Consider the case where Pallavi has a message 
M, stand for as an integer, which she would like to split between two people Sai and Manvi, in such a way that 
neither of them alone can reconstruct the message. A solution to the problem enthusiastically given as: Select a 
unsystematic number r. Then r and (M – r) are independently random. He gives (M – r) to Sai and r to Manvi as 
their shares. Each share by itself means nothing related to the message, but together, they carry the message M. To 
recover the message, Sai and Manvi have to simply add their shares together. 
1.2. Shamir Secret Sharing 
A secret sharing scheme is called perfect if any subset in the access structure can recover the secret while any 
unauthorized subset cannot gain any information about the secret Shamir’s scheme. There are different schemes 
available about secret sharing which are as follows. 
1.2.1.  2 out of 2 secret sharing scheme
In this scheme, the secret image is divided into exactly two shares. The major application of this scheme is 
the remote voting system. It is mainly used for authentication purpose. 
1.2.2. K out of N secret sharing scheme 
This scheme is used to divide the secret into k number of shares. The major problem associated with this 
scheme is that user has to maintain the large no. of shares which may result in the loss of shares. As the shares 
increase it leads to the more memory consumption. 
1.2.3. K out of K secret sharing scheme 
Secret is divided into k number of shares and for reconstruction of shares all k shares are necessary. 
Managing k numbers of shares is difficult task and it increases the time complexity. 
1.2.4. T out of N secret sharing scheme
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A fair (t, n) secret sharing scheme is used for security and fairness against three different attacks such as 
Non-cooperative attack, Collusion attack with synchronisation and Collusion attack with asynchronisation. The 
fairness is the central objective of rational secret sharing scheme. In this scheme t players should be able to recover 
the secret. We would like to recover the secret image of (2, 3) threshold. i.e. t=2 and n=3. 
1.3 Visual Cryptography 
Visual Cryptography is a unique sort of encryption system to dark picture based mystery data which can be 
unscrambled by Human Visual System (HVS). This cryptographic framework scrambles the secret image by 
separating it into n number of shares also; unscrambling is finished by superimposing a specific number of shares 
(k) or more. Straightforward visual cryptography is frail as a result of the decoding procedure done by human visual 
framework. The secret information can be recovered by anybody if the individual gets in any event k number of 
shares. Visual cryptography is a cryptographic technique where visual information (Image, text) gets encrypted in 
such a way that the decryption can be performed by the human visual system without aid of computers. Like other 
multimedia components, image is identified by human. Pixel is the least unit which collectively forms a digital 
image. Different varieties of schemes are as follows: 
1.3.1  (2, 2) Threshold VCS 
The unproblematic threshold scheme, in which secret image acquires as an input and encrypts into two 
different shares that reveals the secret image when these shares are placed over one on one. No ancillary information 
is necessary to craft this kind of access structure.
1.3.2 (2, n) Threshold VCS 
By encrypting the secret image into n shares such that when any two (or more) of the shares are overlaid 
the secret image is revealed. The user will be prompted out of n any 2 shares can be superimposed to get the original 
secret image. 
1.3.3 (n, n) Threshold VCS 
The scheme works by encrypting the secret into n shares and when n out of n shares are combined then 
only the secret image will be revealed. The participants or user will decide the number of participants which is n. 
1.3.4 (k, n) Threshold VCS 
This scheme encrypts the secret image into n shares such that when any group of at least k shares are 
overlaid the secret image will be revealed. The user will be impelled for the threshold i.e. k, and the number of 
participants which is n. 
1.4 Basic principles of color 
Basically there are two color models i.e. the additive and subtractive models. These color are commonly used to 
illustrate the color constitution of the color image. In the additive system, the primary color used are red, green and 
blue (RGB), by mixing RGB components we can get different color for further use. By controlling the intensity of 
red (green or blue) component, we can modulate the amount of red (green or blue) in the multiple light. If we 
blended extra colored light, there will be additional luster of the light. When we mix all the red, green and blue color 
components with equal concentration, resultant will be the white color. The personal computer monitor screen is a 
good example of the additive model. 
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In the subtractive model, color is represented by applying the combinations of colored lights reflected from the 
surface of an object. For instance, Let us consider an apple in the natural light. The outside of the apple take up 
green and blue part from the natural light and replicate the red light to eyes of human, as a result it turn out to be a 
red apple. By mixing cyan (C) with magenta (M) and yellow (Y) pigments, we can produce a wide range of colors. 
The further the pigment we add into it, the inferior is the intensity of the light, and thus the darker is the light. This is 
the reason that it is known to be the subtractive model. C, M and Y are the three primitive colors, which cannot be 
composed from other colors. As an application, the color printer is utilizes the subtractive model. 
The reason to use the subtractive model is that it is more appropriate for printing colors on transparencies, so I 
decided to make use of the CMY model to signify colors. Because (R, G, B) and (C, M, Y) are complementary 
colors, in the true color model, (R, G, B) and (C, M, Y) possess the following relationships: C = 255-R, M = 255-G, 
Y = 255-B; Thus, in the (C, M, Y) representation, (0; 0; 0) signifies full white and (255; 255; 255) signifies full 
black. 
In this paper, Secret Sharing Based Visual Cryptography is used to preserve the quality of the image in terms 
color. As the color printer uses the CMY ink for printing purposes so i have applied the CMY color model and 
proved that the results generated in CMY color model are significantly better that RGB color model in terms of 
image quality. 
2. Related Work 
      A method of sharing a secret among group of n participants is known as secret sharing. The secret can be 
reconstructed only when a satisfactory number of shares are united mutually; individual shares are of no use on their 
own. It was first proposed by Blakley1 and Shamir2. It involved breaking up the image into typical n shares so that 
only someone with every single one n shares or a few precise k shares could decrypt the image by overlaying each 
of the shares over each other. 
A (k, n) threshold visual secret sharing scheme presently acknowledged as Visual Cryptography (VC) was 
premeditated by Naor and Shamir3, which encodes (encrypt) a secret image into n meaningless share images to be 
superimposed later to decode (decrypt) the original secret with the help of human visual system after collecting all n 
secret images. 
To share a secret color image and also to generate the meaningful share to transmit secret color image Chang and 
Tsai4 had anticipate color visual cryptography scheme. In favour of a secret color image; two significant color 
images are choose as cover images which are of the identical size as the secret color image. Then as per the 
predefined Color Index Table, the secret color image will be covered into two camouflage images. One drawback of 
this scheme is that extra space is obliged to accumulate the Color Index Table. 
At the point when more colours are there in the secret image; larger will be the size of shares. To beat this 
inadequacy Chin-Chen Chang et al5 developed a secret color image sharing scheme based on modified visual 
cryptography. This scheme makes available a more efficient way to hide a gray image in different shares. In this 
scheme size of the shares is settled; it does not vary when the number of colours appearing in the secret image 
differs. Scheme does not necessitate any predefined Color Index Table. 
R. Lukac and K.N. Plataniotis6 proposed a secret sharing technique for cryptographic color image processing. 
Method operates in the decomposed bit-levels of the input color vectors to change both spatial and spectral 
correlation characteristics of the share outputs and produce random, color-noise-like images for secure transmission 
and access. The process of decryption gratifies the perfect reconstruction property and recuperates the original color 
image by logically decrypting the decomposed bit vector-arrays of the color shares. 
To hide a color secret image into multiple colour images it is desired that the generated camouflage images 
surrounded less noise. For this rationale R. Youmaran et al7 invented an improved visual cryptography scheme for 
hiding a coloured image into multiple coloured cover images. This scheme offers improvement in the signal to noise 
ratio of the camouflage images by generating images with analogous quality to the originals. 
Shenchuan LIU, Masaaki FUJIYOSHI, and Hitoshi KIYA8 proposed a novel scheme of visual secret sharing 
which serves two-level security for color images. Cracking of a secret color image into four pieces will pass on as 
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shares; a black-and-white mask share and three color component shares, i.e. R for Red, G for Green and B for Blue 
in this tactic. The proposed scheme transfers a color secret image into four shares pixel by pixel; a black-white mask 
and red, green, and blue shares. As an alternative, the proposed scheme uses three different pads for three color 
components in a pixel. To recover the dithered pixel value, the proposed scheme puts the original state of the pixel 
in a randomly selected pixel in a 2x2 sized pixel block and the final pad consists of three 0’s and one 1 in the 
proposed scheme. if all three color shares are loaded, eight colours can be alienated into two groups in proposed 
scheme, which are white, red, green, blue and cyan, magenta, yellow, black. 
P.V. Chavan and Dr. Mohd. Atique9 illustrates the concept of hierarchical visual cryptography. The key thought 
taking after hierarchical visual cryptography is to scramble the mystery data in number of levels. Just like the 
number of levels within hierarchical visual cryptography augments, the concealment of data tends to greater than 
before. An intelligent authentication system is as well planned with the assist of hierarchical visual cryptography. 
The shares created out of Hierarchical visual cryptography are discovered to be self-assertive giving rejection of 
data. The shares fashioned are extended outline of the original secret. The extension proportion is additionally 
decreased to 1:2 from 1:4. 
Meera Kamath, Arpita Parab, Aarti Salyankar and Surekha Dholay10 recommend a new VC scheme for color 
images using meaningful shares. Similar to the accessible schemes, the size of the shares formed and final image 
after keeping over each other are twice the size of original image. Nevertheless, algorithm elevated the visual 
quality. By utilizing the Key Table, Image Encoding practice get better the security by escalating the randomness. 
Mohanty, Gehrmann and Atrey11 showed that one-third of the color values of a secret image that is shared by 
using (3,3,n) multi-secret sharing, can be leaked to an unauthorized group of two participants if the sum of the share 
numbers of the participants is equal to the prime number. Also, under no other scenario can the color information be 
leaked to the unauthorized group. Here, a noise-like image is reconstructed from the information of fewer than three 
shares. 
Vandana G. Pujari, Prof. Shivchandra R. Khot and Prof. Kishor T. Mane12 focus on the noise which is generated 
in between the encoding process inside the secret image. The average filter has been applied on decoded image to 
reduce the noise and increase the quality of decoded image. After applying average filter 15-20% noise get reduced. 
The original secret image has been recovered up to 90% after decoding. Here, the sender consider one secret image 
which is encoded into n share images using encoding table and Jarvis halftoning (i.e. in image processing to print 
the image it is required to convert into limited color palette image. After conversions some details of image is get 
lost. 
Pallavi Chavan, Dr. Mohammad Atique and Dr. Latesh Malik13 proposed an alternative approach proposes a 
novel idea of signature based authentication using hierarchical visual cryptography. HVC (hierarchical visual 
cryptography) encrypts the secret in three different levels. Shares generated out of HVC are used for authentication 
mechanism. All shares are high contrast in nature. Here, signature is well thought-out as an authentication entity. 
Signature based authentication is bring into being to be influential than biometric authentication as biometric 
patterns changes over time. Shares generated with this scheme are random in nature giving no information by visual 
inspection.  
3. Proposed Work 
Secret sharing means splitting of secret, which is needed day to day in our life now a days. So for that purpose, 
taking Shamir’s secret sharing scheme as a base I have some modification with that scheme. Suppose that we want 
to encode the secret S into n shares (S1, S2,..., Sn) and we wish that the secret data S cannot be revealed without k or 
more shares. In Shamir secret sharing scheme the partition of the secret is done by the following polynomial:  
F(xi) = y + m1 x1 + m2 x2 + …... + m(k í 1)xi (kí1) mod(p)     (1) 
Where n = 1, 2, ..... n. 
Where y is the share, p is a prime number and the coefficients of the k-1 degree polynomial mi are chosen 
randomly and then the shares are evaluated as S1=F(1), S2=F(2),...., Sn=F(n) Given any k pairs of the share pairs 
(Si), i= 1, 2..., n. we can obtain the coefficients of F(x) by Lagrange interpolation. The proposed scheme works as 
follows. 
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3.1 (n-1, n) Secret Sharing Scheme 
This Secret Sharing Scheme mainly consists of two phases, RGB image Encoding and Decoding and CMY 
image Encoding and Decoding. Also there is comparison is done between RGB color image and CMY color image 
in terms of PSNR and MSE value. 
3.1.1 RGB image Encoding and Decoding 
In this process, all the details are given in the form of algorithm as follows.  
 
  Step 1: Read image i.e. RGB Image 
 Step 2: Image Pre-Processing 
 Step 3: Decide the number of ’N’ i.e. Shares to be created 
 Step 4: Create Shares of Image By using modified Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme. 
  i) By using function called Rand, generate random coefficients. 
  ii) Initialize the random coefficient. 
  iii) Generate the Polynomial. 
  iv) Generate the n pieces of partial information i.e. shares. 
 Step 5: Select any (n-1) shares out of ’n’ shares. 
 Step 6: Combines the (n-1) shares collectively by Lagrange’s interpolation. 
 Step 7: Stop 
 
3.1.2 CMY image Encoding and Decoding 
In this process, all the details are given in the form of algorithm as follows.  
 
 Step 1: Read image i.e. RGB Image 
 Step 2: Image Processing 
  i) Convert image from RGB to CMYK 
 Step 3: Decide the number of ‘N’ i.e. Shares to be created 
 Step 4: Create Shares of Image By using modified Shamir’s Secret Sharing Scheme. 
  i) By using function called Rand, generate random coefficients. 
  ii) Initialize the random coefficient. 
  iii) Generate the Polynomial. 
  iv) Generate the n pieces of partial information i.e. shares. 
 Step 5: Select any (n-1) shares out of ’n’ shares. 
 Step 6: Combines the (n-1) shares collectively by Lagrange’s interpolation. 
 Step 7: Reveal the Secret Image i.e. CMY image. 
 Step 8: Stop 
4. Experimental Results 
The input to the scheme must be a color image. In the implemented scheme Different parameters like PSNR, 
MSE Value, Entropy is calculated and respective values for RGB image are compared with CMY image and 
following results are found.  
PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel. Higher the PSNR, better will be the quality of the 
original image. PSNR represents a measure of the peak error. 
PSNR = 20 כ log 10 (255/MSE)       (2) 
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Entropy is a statistical measure of randomness that can be used to characterize the texture of the input image. 
Entropy is defined as, 
Entropy = í sum (p * log 2 (p))       (3) 
where p- contains the histogram counts. 
4.1 (n-1, n) Secret Sharing Scheme: 
Encoding and decoding of a secret by using implemented modified (n-1, n) Shamir Secret Sharing Scheme is 
more efficient. The share generation process is optimized with the given number of parts to distribute the shares 
only. The same process is applied to the RGB images using (n, n) Secret Sharing Scheme and the process works as 
follows. Fig. 1 shows generated RGB share of inputted image and Fig. 2 shows an original and decoded image. Fig. 
3 shows Generated CMY Shares and the Fig. 4 shows reconstructed original Image. Following are the figures.
. 
                              
Fig. 1. Generated RGB Shares   Fig. 2. Reconstructed original Image 
 
           
                    Fig. 3. Generated CMY Shares                                        Fig. 4. Reconstructed original Image 
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5. Conclusion 
A new secure secret sharing based visual cryptography scheme has been proposed, which can transform a secret 
image into any number of shares as per the user needs and provide more image security. Also, the original secret 
images can be recovered by using ((n-1), n) modified secret sharing scheme in which by combining (n-1) number of 
shares out of the n shares, the original secret image can be retrieved. So this particular work focuses on a generalized 
scheme, for at least some values of n which works with any number of participants. The proposed algorithm is more 
challenging as well, because there is a significant cryptography provided for image security. Secret sharing based 
visual cryptography of CMY color based scheme attracts attention due to the capability of maintaining secrecy of 
secret and design of colored shares in order to hide the secret which is impossible to judge the secret after the 
generation and distribution of it. This may called as the advantage of the scheme along with the implementation of 
the CMY color model which gives better results as compared to RGB color model. 
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